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Clubnight
Cancelled until further notice

THE BIRTHDAY BOX !
Quite a collection of birthdays to celebrate in June - with Mike Biss,
Gwilym Griffiths, Cath Woodman and Mick Bean.

Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributor and not necessarily those of the Boundless by CSMA, North West London
Group Committee or those of the Editor. In addition, articles on maintenance, etc. are published in good faith and no liability can be accepted
by the Boundless by CSMA, North West London Group Committee or those of the Editor for the accuracy of such contributions or for damage
or malfunction arising from their use, no matter how they are used.

Visit The Big End on the Internet - http://news.boundlessevents.uk
Boundless North West London Group
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Editorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Motorsport in the UK may be getting under way again from the beginning of July, but in a
very restricted way, to meet current guidelines on Covid-19. See the Coordinators Bulletin
on page 6 for more details on how this may affect our grass autotests (no 12 cars mind!).
I resorted to cutting my own hair last week, with a hair clipper bought on Ebay. Took a little
while to work out how it did the cut, as it didn’t work in the same way as the one at the
barbers! I should have gone just before the lockdown but didn’t get around to it, so it was
weighing on my mind, as they say. Turned out quite well for a first attempt and no, you aren’t
getting to see any pictures!
Thanks to Doug for another radio controlled boat building article and to Ian for his European
trek saga (more instalments for future editions). Also Bernard Ward sent in an article about
his time in Africa at the time of the Safari rally. I even managed to find a picture of the car on
the event that he mentions (bit of a surprise finding that).
Haven’t driven the Focus for the last couple of months and have found a front tyre has gone
flat. I hope it has gone flat and someone hasn’t deflated it on purpose, as I did find the door
handle on the MX5 right next to it had been tried, as it was sticking up (some WD40 freed it
off).
Having a bit of a clear out in the house at present and have just about got rid of all my old
motorsport trophies and have now done the same with the OS maps I use to use on events.
I’ve definitely got to be more ruthless in getting rid of even more stuff that isn’t used. I’ve
even dismantled the display cabinet that all the trophies where on and the room looks bigger
already. It’s difficult to know whether to hold on to things and try and sell them for reuse or
just chuck them away and doing what seems to be wasteful.
Does anyone still use cassette players anymore? In the clear out I have found a factory
sealed 10 pack of Maxwell C90 tapes (plus another 4), if someone is interested in them.
Is Formula 1 going to run at Silverstone in July or
will it fall foul of the Governments new quarantine
rules, if it doesn’t get the dispensation it needs? It
will be a real shame if there is no race this year. In
the F1 news it looks like Sebastian Vettel may be
out of a drive next year, as Ferrari have dropped
him and none of the top teams really wants to pick
him. About the only team he could get a seat at is
Renault but he would be in a fight to get it from a wanting to return to F1 Fernando Alonso!
Hopefully we will be able to get back to running some Group activities in the not too distant
future, but we just have to hope that there isn’t a second spike in people contracting the virus.
Keep safe.
Mike B.
NOTE: Deadline for contributions to the July newsletter is Thursday 25th June
The Big End - June 2020
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Chairmans
book
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Funny how time seems to have gone by very quickly last month, even with lockdown and still no motorsport. I suppose
I have been one of the lucky ones, as I have had to stay working, all be it from home most of the time. Adjusting to
working from home has been fun, video conference calls have become the norm, but I still have to go in to the office
from time to time, but luckily I drive there, so no public transport involved.
But with my mayor projects still progressing on site, I had no choice, however, with smaller number of site operatives
on site and problems with supplies, such as plaster and windows etc., they are all running some eight weeks late at this
time and we still need to get them finished for when the schools need them in September.
We had a site meeting last week on one of the projects, but were all spaced around the perimeter of the room in order
to maintain safe distancing. One of the engineers travelled in on the main line to Waterloo, but there were only three
people in his carriage and when he was on the tube there was only one other person in the carriage! I suspect it was
down to timing as the site meeting wasn’t until 11am to avoid the rush hour.
I had to go to Frontline the other day to collect my tools that were in the boot of the Sprite (needed for home DIY) and
driving through Didcot, the large car parks there for train commuters were empty, so I have a feeling that home working
is going to be with us for some considerable time. I know that I have told my staff to stay working from home and only
come in to the office if it’s absolutely necessary and it looks like a large number of businesses have done the same.
I know they are talking of running the British Grand Prix without spectators, but I am puzzled as to how that is going to
work financially and have yet to hear when or if rallying will return this year, having just competed on one round this year
back in March. There is talk of possibly running our grass autotests later this summer, but with the suggested limitations
imposed on us by Motorsport UK to meet safe distancing etc. this looks unlikely, because again it’s difficult to see how
this might work money wise.
The good news is that the toothache is under control, the second dose of stronger antibiotics did the trick, just hope the
infection doesn’t come back before the dentists are available once more, otherwise I might have to lose the tooth.
No progress news yet on the Sprite, but the engine builder is apparently coming back to work this month, so hopefully
better news next month, but it looks more and more likely that if the Retro Run does run in September, Ann and I will be
using the MG ZR and not the Sprite.
I have sent in a couple of old photos for a bit of fun this month and hopefully
they will give you something to do between now and the editor’s deadline for
next month’s newsletter. I have even donated a bottle of wine for the best
(printable) captions on the photos.
If anybody knows of anyone interested in Sprite spares, such as the original
radiator, 1098 blocks (I have three), seat frames, bumpers and steel wheels
etc., then do put them in touch with me, as I need to give the garage a good
clear out this summer.
I have to say I enjoyed Doug’s article on his radio controlled sail boat last
month, it not only looks fantastic but it is also a real joy to sail. His MTB will be
featured this month and once again it’s a fantastic model and even has working
torpedoes which are simply awesome to watch in operation, although this did
rather upset the traditional boat fraternity at Black Park for some reason!
I wonder if Alan has finished his Lego Porsche yet. (ED: Yes he has, pictures
in Alan’s article)
Please do check your emails over the next month or two, as we shall certainly
try to organise something within the permitted guidelines soon, even if it’s just
a meet up in some distant car park, where we wave to one another out of the
car windows!
So, stay safe and I hope to see you all soon.
Mike H.
Captions for each to the editor before next month’s deadline.
Funny but not rude ones please, as they will be printed next month!
Winner announced in next month’s newsletter.
The Big End - June 2020
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Secretarys
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Well, how are we all doing? What day is it? What time is our online delivery?
Do hope you are all keeping well and coping with this unreal situation. The majority of us have not
lived through such an extreme situation and for many it has been terribly tough and is likely to be
some years before we can live what we used to know as a ‘normal’ life again.
North West London Group activities have been severely disrupted and a notification from our
Member Communities team is advising the cancellation of all Group events for July and August with
a possible re-introduction of activities from September onwards but, obviously, all subject to official
Government guidelines and safe practice for everybody. Currently your Committee has nothing
planned but we must make ourselves ready for re-launch in whatever way we can – you will certainly
be notified of any event or activity as soon as we get official approval.
I mentioned last month that I had acquired a second Lego Technic Porsche just in case boredom
was slightly sinking in! Luckily, boredom did not get a hold, however sufficient time was found to click
the Lego pieces together to make up the super model. After looking at Doug’s model boat building
skills last month I feel a bit of a wimp playing with Lego but it was still a bit of a challenge and I still
get fascinated in how the designers work out how to build all the pieces together to form a
recognisable model!

I was a little disappointed that I did not receive a single entry to last month’s Dingbats quiz but at
least that saves me buying anybody a drink. For those (like me) that were completely baffled by
some of the puzzles you should find all the answers within this Big End. (ED: See page 11)
Also, on the Quiz front you may have received an email quiz from Boundless concentrating on the
local area (in our case North West London). The idea behind the, just for fun, quiz was to publicise
local Groups and hopefully make local members more aware of local Boundless events and
activities taking place on their doorstep. I managed to rustle together the required 20 questions but
these days it is impossible to find questions to which the answers cannot be found on Google or
similar. Hopefully members had a little bit of fun researching some of the answers and I will publish
details of how many members were circulated in the first place and the number of responses that
were received as soon as I get these results.
That’s about it for now – please keep safe and well and follow the guidelines!!
Alan T
The Big End - June 2020
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North London Region (NEL / NWL / TV)

Motor Sport Coordinators' Bulletin
Date
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct

June 2020

Day
Event (Status)
Type of Event
Club
Champ
Sun 14
Greenacres Autotest (Cm) Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Sun 12 ? Grasshopper Autotest (Cm) Grass autotest
CSMA NEL
Region
Sun 9
? Paddock Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Sun 13 ? Chiltern Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region
Sun 11 ? Autumn Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Licence required: (I/Nat/Inter/Cm) = MSUK Licence, (C) = Club Card, () = Nothing, * = Regs available
Past Events
Future Events

Motorsport UK announced recently their plans to get motorsport up and running from 1st July, with guidelines on how
certain events can be run whilst complying with current Covid-19 restrictions. Obviously these will change as and when
government guidelines change, and could come to a stop again if there is a detrimental change to infection rates in the
country.
What the rules allow is for our autotests to take place, but they would have to run with no passengers and no double
driven cars. The no passenger bit is not so much of a problem (just increases the permit costs) but the no double driven
cars bit may make the event unviable due to our entry list usually having lots of double driven cars (the last event only
had two single entries out of a total entry of 18). A survey of past competitors may help with this.
There might also be a reluctance from the land owner to let us have a play, but I have asked him for his thoughts on
this and to letting us play again.
Boundless HQ are aware of these changes and although previously had put out that no Group events would run before
September, they are now looking at making motorsport exempt from this, if Groups want to run these events.
Mike Biss: NLR Motor Sports Coordinator

Tel: 07753 137415

E-mail: mike.biss@btinternet.com

Doug & Mike on the AGBO stages back in March (just before lockdown)
Photos courtesy of Mark Sims at Rallygallery.com

The Big End - June 2020
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K.D.Perkasa MTB
In 1968 there were 18 Vosper gas turbine fast patrol boats for the Royal Navy
and other Navies around the world. They are all 96ft planning craft and fitted with
three Rolls Royce Marine Proteus gas turbines as their main power plant, giving
a maximum speed of between 50 and 60 knots, which is pretty amazing, given
their size and the armament carried. Auxiliary diesel engines were also fitted for
cruising and manoeuvring (especially in harbours were the turbine exhaust
tended to burn the paint off other boats in the near vicinity!).
The armament consisted generally of two 40mm Bofors guns and four 21-in
torpedoes in side launching chutes.
The four Fast Patrol Boats of the Perkasa Class for the royal Malaysian navy
were delivered in 1967. I fell in love with this boat on a family holiday in Devon,
where I first heard one coming around the headland before seeing a Brave
Class, cruising on the plane, what an amazing sight it was.
The Perkasa class was the basis for the Model Avionics Model, which is approx
48in long with a beam of 12in. The kit uses ply for the main hull, bulkheads and
skins for the cabin. It came with full size plans and some very basic instructions.
I purchased the model in the early 80s and I remember it cost me nearly a week’s
wages. However it laid on the shelf for nearly twenty years before I got around
to building it, due to houses, cars and kids (in no particular order!). The model
was first finished, using a small glow plug engine, it had little detail (necessary
due to the vibrations from the engine!) and basic two channel FM radio control,
for rudder and throttle. The model was extremely fast, but slow speed manoeuvring was poor with no reverse!. Due to it becoming increasingly difficult to find
lakes that allow combustion engines in model boats due to the noise and
pollution issues, in early 2004, I decided to refit the model with electric power.
This was now possible with powerful brushless motors becoming readily available and also small NiMH Nickel-Metal-Hydride power packs (used by RC Model
Cars). The model uses two 7.2 2400mA packs in series and runs for approx
30-45 mins depending on how much throttle is used (280 watts max) and is as
fast as before, but now has excellent low speed characteristics and even
reverse. The radio was also upgraded to a 6ch 2.4G set up that does away with
frequency crystals and uses secure 80ch encoded data transmission protocols.
The other advantage of changing to electric power, is that greater detail could be
added to the model, and detailed 40mm Bofor guns, crew, rotating radar and an
engine sound unit was fitted.
The model always attracted lots of attention at the model boat club, and in 2009
one of my nephews came to the lake to watch, loved the boat, but wanted to
know why the torpedoes did not work? This set me thinking and over the winter,
I set about modifying the front two torpedoes, and after much experimenting in
the bath, a working design was achieved (luckily we moved house, before Judith noticed the scrape marks on the
bathroom tiles at the end of the bath, due to me not realising how good my design turned out!). The torpedoes are fitted
with a miniature electric motor, two miniature LiPol batteries and a magnetic reed power switch. The launching chutes
were also rebuilt to allow individual operation via two internal servos. A small magnet holds the reed switch off, whilst
the torpedoes are sitting on their chutes, but when dropped over the side, the reed switch closes and the electric motors
activated, propelling the torpedoes in a straight line (always have the model pointing towards the shore before
launching!). The torpedo is then recovered and deactivated using a small plug. The torpedoes are also painted with day
glow orange warheads (as per practice ones) to aide recovery in the water.
The model caused quite a stir with the model club, when first sailed on the lake and nearly took out a model submarine
that hadn’t realised a torpedo had been launched. The same nephew duly arrived to see the working torpedoes, but was
still disappointed, when asked why? he replied, “but Uncle Doug, they don’t explode” some people are never satisfied!
If you want to see it in action, search on YouTube “Model MTB with working Torpedoes” you should find a short video
of its maiden voyage (for anoraks only) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sx2pFTcdpBg
Hope you enjoyed this, next month I plan to write up my latest model which is a 1/6th scale, scratch built working model
of Bluebird K7.
Doug
The Big End - June 2020
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A Mini Euro trip - Part 1
If you were around Watford in the early 70’s you couldn’t help but notice the Goodyear Airship flying around in the
summertime, Lorraine’s and my junior school was probably the closest to the airfield and I can remember one afternoon
being lead out to watch it climbing out of Leavesden Airfield on a sightseeing or press trip over London, as it had started
its two month summer stop over. This was to be one of my “bucket list” must do’s, fly in an airship. Having been in a
glider, glider towplane, helicopter, microlight and even quaffed champagne at Mach 2 over the Bay of Biscay, this
remained the ambition at some point. A conversation with John Cotton, probably around 2008/9 about airships, he said
they were doing passenger flights in Zeppelins in Germany, the possibility was there.
Fast forward a few years later, until around 2015, on a day out with Lorraine, she had watched and then pressed the
“Buy it Now” button on her classic Mini Cooper which she named “Charlie” after Michael Caine’s character in “The Italian
Job that a plan was hatched to do a European road trip to
Turin in the Mini, staying in hotels or camping with the
chance to go to Friedrichshafen and take a trip in the
Airship as part of the adventure. John and Gill were on a
little road trip of their own and were due in St Moritz on our
1st Thursday evening before finishing the 2016 Peking to
Paris at the weekend, so a meet up was planned.
Our route was Ypres, Bruges, a trip through the Black
Forrest towards Lake Konstanz, then St Moritz, The
Stelvio Pass, Lake Como, Turin, Monaco, Chamonix, Dijon
and finally Reims, before heading for the ferry back to
Dover. Simple 2,300 miles approx., what could go wrong?
Room for a little one on top
With “Charlie” tucked in at the back of the ferry, the English channel was like a mill pond, it’s a very short trip up to Ypres
from Dunkerque. We had planned a trip to the WW2 battle sites the following day, so our first afternoon saw us park the
Mini in a former Citroen garage in the shadow of the Menin Gate, have dinner, then off to watch the “Last Post”
ceremony, all recommendations of Johns.

Leaving Ypres after our Morning Battlefield Tour, we headed into Bruges, parked at the hotel and off to tour the City.
Defiantly a place to return to, a longer stay is recommended as we were only overnighting.
Heading east across Belgium we would finally cross back into France for our next nights stop under canvas in the city
of Thionville. We were planning around 150 to 200 miles maximum per day, so this proved a handy stop over prior to
heading into Germany for the Airship on Thursday morning.

The Big End - June 2020
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Our next intermediate stop was Freiburg, with the aim of sampling the infamous Bittebuger along with the Bratwurst in
a “Chocolate Box” setting, which did not disappoint. Again a night under canvas, with a few campers telling us we were
brave to come this far in a 30 year old car and nuts to complete the planned trip, but an adventure it was, so we pressed
on.
Leaving Freiburg, we soon realised why it’s called the Black Forrest, it literally is Black, we also encountered our first
dull day with rain, and that just added to the darkness of the trees. After about an hour’s drive, we start to hear a slight
squeal coming from front drivers wheel, so a quick phone call back home to a friend, who suggested it could be a tiny
neoprene washer used to keep dust out of the inner wheel bearing which has a dust seal anyway. My friend normally
discards them anyway, but the suggestion was try and get some WD40 around it, to stop it squealing, it seemed to work
and off we set again towards our last overnight hotel prior to our proposed flight.
Next morning greeted us with more rain but we were still
hopeful of sunshine for the lunchtime flight. We made our
way to Friedrichshafen airport and over to the Zeppelin
hangers, where two Airships where moored to their
mobile masts. With very little activity going on around
them, we wandered into the terminal building, only to be
greeted by the words, “I’m sorry, we are not flying today
due to the winds, can you come back tomorrow?” “Not
possible” I replied, “We are heading towards Switzerland
this afternoon.” We were offered a refund or book again
for another day. Could this day get any worse?

Ian

The closest I got to an Airship

A Short History of the Curtis-Bennett Rally Booklet
I’m sure we all have fond memories of weekends savouring the delights
of the Metropole Hotel in Llandrindod Wells whilst competing in the CB
Rally and the Dunlop Autotest …… it all seems so long ago now.
Sadly due to a combination of factors – shortage of organisers, competitors and finance, the event suffered a gradual decline after 2005 from a
proper road rally to only enough entries to make up a 12 car event. Once
it was clear that the event was unlikely to ever run again I took upon
myself to compile the history of the event over the 72 years from 1935 to
2007 whilst we were all still around to remember the good times. Copies
of the booklet were to be distributed to all those who had been involved
over the years.
For reasons that escape me now, not all those people who should have
seen a copy managed to do so. Earlier this year it transpired that Chris
Devenish, event secretary for many years, had not seen a copy and only this week it came to light
that neither had Clive Jones, Clerk of the Course from 1990 to 1996. The last two copies I had went
to them and now there are none left.
My request is – if you happen to have a spare copy or a copy that you no longer require, then if you
sent it to me, I will keep it in reserve for any future requests.
Alan Smith, Hunters Hill, Church Lane, Peppard Common, RG9 5JL.
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East African Safari Rally 1981
In 1978 I left UK for a three year spell in the Sudan, working as a Resident Engineer on a road infrastructure project,
leaving behind my Marina in the hands of Tony Biss. Perhaps less said about that the better? Anyway, rallying was also
left behind. We used to fly up to Khartoum a fair bit as it was quite a drive from our irrigation project in the wilderness of
the desert. Because of that I got to know the pilots and one of them, one of the crazy crop-sprayers, came from Kenya
and he mentioned that he was flying down to Nairobi for Easter and knew some friends who would be involved in the
1981 Safari Rally, which always runs at that time of the year. Would I like to go with him? Yes please!
After a seemingly endless flight, landing only at Juba for Customs
and the customary arguments, we arrived in Nairobi and I met up
with the crew who would be looking after our car. We experienced
our first rain shower in almost ten months. I was offered a bed up in
Thika, to the north of Nairobi, at the family house of the driver,
Johnny Hellier, a privateer who ran some Datsun dealerships and
had been given a works prepared Datsun Bluebird with an experimental turbo engine, the only one on the rally, and running at No. 9.
Next day I was joined by my service crew colleague in his backie,
and we all did a bit of familiarisation on the car and loaded the
pick-up with tyres and bits and pieces.
The first leg started from Nairobi
on the Thursday and went west,
down to Lake Victoria, and we met up with the car at some pre-arranged service
stops. The Datsun arrived at Kisumu early evening, which coincided with all the
mosquitoes taking their evening meal as we were taking ours outside by the lake, and
we were in tee shirt and shorts. The route went up to the border with Uganda, through
the mountains and back down through Eldoret by morning and on to Nairobi. The
second leg started in the early hours of Saturday and headed south-east on and off
the awful main road down to the coast towards Mombassa and extreme heat, which
proved too much for the turbo. We had all crammed on the ferry from Mombassa over
the river and went to our pre-arranged service point in the middle of nowhere on some
road up in the Taita Hills in the early hours. The Datsun arrived with compression loss
and the Japanese engine chappy was looking very upset, as were we all. We set
about changing the front shocks, just in case they got it going again and I remember
pulling my head out from under the wheel arch just as the sun was coming up. Despite
our remote location, we were being observed by a group of small boys who had
appeared from nowhere, as they somehow always manage to do.
The problem, as we later found out, was that the valve stems had expanded so much
that the valves wouldn't seat properly, due to the extreme heat created by the turbo.
That was it, we never did see the final leg up around Mt Kenya, and I got dropped off back in Mombassa at a hotel, with
little money and in just my (greasy) tee shirt and shorts.
I had been joined in Nairobi by my companion at the time Alison and had sent word back with the team that she should
join me in Mombassa. Heavy rains in Nairobi had flooded the telephone exchange (it was at the bottom of a long hill)
so I didn't know if she had the message. Turns out that she had, and had wangled a seat on a plane the next morning.
I had a phone call from the airport to say she had arrived, in pouring rain, and I was to collect her. Unfortunately my
clothes were in the hotel laundry, so I set off in my hired Mini Moke with a beach towel wrapped round me. The Moke
had open sides and it was all a bit damp as I recall.
Johnny Hellier owned a beach house up the coast in Malindi which he very kindly offered to us for a few days. Up we
went in the Moke, with me in a welcome change of clothes, and we stayed in this glorious house, which was built out
over the beach. In the beach bar we were enjoying our lunch of beer and crab sandwiches when a fellow engineer
appeared, who had driven from our site, south through Ethiopia and in convoy through Somalia with an armed escort,
and told us it was because there were bandits along the coast.
We needed to get back and set off overland on what was seen by others to be somewhat irresponsible but no one told
us at the time that there were bandits in this area as well. We swapped the Moke for a Charade and set off to Nairobi
with a full tank of petrol, armed with a small scale map. The road took us through Tsavo East and we stopped the night
at some game lodge. I remember that I could see Mount Kilimanjaro across the border in Tanzania if I stood on the toilet
and looked out of the bathroom window. The next day we stopped by a group of Masia tribesmen and they wanted some
money before we could take a photo of them. Very different to the locals in Sudan who clamoured for us to take their
pictures, as I had a Polaroid that gave instant photos. Surra, surra they would cry. .
Happy days, and my only brush with international rallying.
Bernard Ward
The Big End - June 2020
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DINGBATS QUIZ - Answers

DAMN ?
1. Crossword puzzle
Quack Quack

TOFEE
TOFFE
TOPHY
TOFFIE

JOB
An

2. An Inside Job

SHOTGU

3. Can’t spell for toffee
revirdtaes

Cluck Cluck
4. Fowl language
P

G G
P

7. Ping Pong

5. Sawn off shotgun
HAMLET

WORD WORD

8. Play on words

Waether

You Just Me

10. Bad spell of weather

11. Just between you & me

B
E
E
R

W
I
N
E

S
P
I
R
I
T
S

6. Back seat driver

PINNACLES

9. Friends in high places

12.

Bowled over

02YRROW

A
TEMPER TURE

14. Nothing to worry about

15. A rise in temperature

THE COMMONS

13. Drinks are on the house

cover
cop
16. Undercover cop
The Big End - June 2020
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17. A tale of two cities
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L
I
B
E
R
T
Y

18. A down right liberty
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Diary
2020
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLUBNIGHT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

DRINK & CHAT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

June
Tue 2nd
Sun 14th
Thu 18th

NWL Clubnight - Walking Treasure Hunt - The Red Lion, HH
NWL Greenacres Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

D
E
L
L
E
C
N
CA

July
Tue 7th
Sun 12th
Thu 16th

NWL Clubnight - Two Brewers Scatter - Chipperfield
NEL Grasshopper Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

?
D
E
L
L
E
C
N
CA

August
Tue 4th
Sun 9th
Thu 20th

NWL Clubnight - ?
NWL Paddock Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

?
D
E
L
L
E
C
N
A
C
Dates to reserve:

Who knows………
The Big End - June 2020
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